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Abstract
K-factor has Ions been used as a modifier of section

modulus In the calculation of bending moment for ply-
wood beams. No comparable modification of moment ot
inertia is included In current reoommendatioDS for cal-
culating plywood deflection at span-depth ratios of 30: 1 or
greater. Results of limited testing lend support 'to the
authors' contention that, where "shear" strains are signifI-
cant, the same K value would be appropriate for predicting
both the deflection and beDdiDI moment of plywood. If
these results are confirmed by further investigation. a
method tor determining an appropriate value tor K based
on separate calculations of deflections due to shear and
bendiDg is suggested.

E = modulus of elasticity in bendinl of parallel-
stressed plies (psi)

1 = effective moment of inertia (in..) = Z(l. +
1/35 I,,)

Although calculation of deflection by this method
appears to ignore shea,r, it should be noted that the usual
shear effect encountered in standard testing of solid
wood beams with a spanldepth ratio of 14:1 (on the
order of 10 percent of total deflection) is included in
the value for modulus of elasticity when this value is
taken from standard sources. For the normal span-depth
ratios of 30:1 to 50:1 at which plywood sheathing is
most commonly used, equations ignoring any additional
effect of shear are usually considered ad~e (1). This
conclusion appears to be based on extensive tests con-
ducted more than 30 years ago at the Forest Products
Laboratory (6), although those tests were limited to a
span-depth ratio of 48:1 when outer plies were stressed
parallel to grain.

Section modulus (S), nolmally calculated u II",
where" is the distance from the neutml plane to the outer-
most fiber, is modified still further in the case of plywood
beams. Limiting consideration here to plywood in whid1
the ooter plies are stressed parallel to the grain. effective
section modulus (KS) involves a reduction factor K u
well u effective I in the expression II"; KS = KII". For
the loading condition just described, talw~ted values for
KS appearing in the Plywood Design Specifiation (1) in-
corporate a value of 0.85 fac K based on experimental re-
sults obtained, as noted in the preceding paragraph. at the
Forest Produds LaOOratory (6). The test data were evalu-
ated at the proportiooallimit level u well u at the level of
failure. This val~ for K, appliable to aln11stioo of
bending moment for plywood through the relationship

M = (KI/c or fKS [2]

CUUENT DESK;N ROCEDURES for plywood loaded in
bending are based 00 an "effective" moment of

inertia (1) and an "effective" section modulus (KS).
These section properties are deflOed in current design
specifiations published by the American Plywood As-
sociation (1).

Due to the lower modulus of elasticity of plies
stressed perpendicular to the grain, the effective moment
of inertia of a plywood section is less than that of a
section com~d of all parallel-laminated plies of the
same material. The effectiveness of a plywood section
is accounted for by calculating its 1 as the summation of
the 1 of the plies stressed-parallel-to-grain and 1/3.5 I of
the perpendicular plies, all taken ~ the neutral axis of
the section. The Plywood Design Specification includes
tabulated values for effective I for standard plywood con-
structions (1).

Deflection of a plywood be-.m is calml.t~ by incor-
porating the effective 1 into ~ of the usual engineering
formulas. For example, deflection (in.) of a simple beam
supporting a center load P is calcu1ated as
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[I]A=-
48£1

where
P = load (lb.)
r = span (in.)
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and D grade inner and back plies corresponding to CD
grade plywood. Engelmann sproce specimens were
made with a C grade face and inner plies and D grade
back, representative of a mill ron consisting of approxi-
mately 80 percent C grade and 20 percent D grade
veneer. Layups ,of both species were hot-pressed in two
series using an interior type glue line in one and an
exterior type in the other. Bending specimens were 12
inches wide and 20 inches long and were tested by
center loading over a 16-inch span. Rate of crosshead
travel of the testing machine was standard for a one-half-
inch deep beam at this span. The resulting span-depth
ratio of 32:1 is in the range of recommended spans for
this thickness of plywood.

Average results obtain~ from te$ting approximate-
ly 25 specimens of each type are shown in Tables 1 and 2.
Values in these tables have been calculated as follows
for plywood:

pp

4&I
E= [I]

P and 11. are load (lb.) and correspon~ deflection
~ in. ) . respectively. withm the proportional
limit

I = span (in.)
I = effective moment of inertia (in.4)
E = modulus of elasticity of parallel-stressed

plies (psi)
and

M

f=S [I]

has appeared in a number of other publications (3,4, 5, 7)
and has acquired the credibility of age. In this equation

M = ben~ moment (lb.-in.)
f = stress m outermost fiber of face plies (psi)
KS = effective section modulus (in.')

Although otherfatiors, such as moments associated
with excessive deflections of plywood beams at 48:1
span-depth ratio, may have been involved in the original
introduction of a value of 0.85 for K in Equation [2],
its more general application at lower span-depth ratios
where shear effects cannot be ignored calls for new

interpretation.
Presumably, under these conditions, the incorpora-

tion of K into the expression for effective section modulus
accounts for some ~e from the theoretical assump-
tion of linear distribution in strain ranging from zero at
the neutral axis to maximum in the outermost fiber even
within the proportional limit. Sudl an assumption is
implicit in the unmodified flexure formula M = flit
whid1, as Freas (6) noted, is applicable only to the extent
that shear deformations may be ignored. The acceptance
of the reduction factor K, then, would appear to acknowl-
edge the existence of a "shear" effect, beyond that ex-
perienced in parallel-laminated veneer, insofar as the
development of resisting moment is concerned. As dis-
cussed earlier, no comparable' modification of standard
engineering formulas is included in current recommenda-
tions for ooculation of plywood deflection at span-depth
ratios commonly employed with plywood $h~hing!

It has long seemed inconsistent to the senior author
that this situation could exist. To whatever extent "shear"
strains deform beam sections from theoretical planes, they
modify equally the effective moment of inertia (I) in-
volved in the deflection calculation and the effective section
modulus (1/ t or S) used in the mlculation of bending
moment. It would seem from this logic, that the same K
factor should be involved in both calculations; i.e., we
propose that the deflection equation cited previously
should read:

wncJ:c
f = stress in outermost fiber of face plies, psi at

either the level of proportional limit or
failure

M = bending moment (lb.-in.) at the appropriate
level 01 stress

S = section modulus (effective l/c, in.')

For para1lel-lamiaated veneer, moment of iaertia and
section modulus were calculated in the usual manner for
a solid homogeneous material.

Values foc K, then, were simply computed as ratios of
the elaStic and strength properties for the plywood and
laminated veneer. These are the values which would
allow the accurate prediction of plywood deflections
and bending moments by means of Equations [3] and
[4]. As shown in Tables 1 and 2, average K-factor
values for ponderosa pine plywood were 0.92 based on
modulus of elasticity, 0.925 based on stress at propor-
tionallimit, and 0.92 based on modulus of rupture. For
Engelmann spruce plywood correspondiag average values
for K-factor were 0.835. 0.89. and 0.835, respectively.

[I]
4,- pp--

48EKI
analogous to

M = fKS [4J

with an equal value for K-not necessarily O.85-in both
equations. For other loading conditions the appropriete
deflection equation should be modified similarly.

Recently some plywood test data collected as part of
two other studies being conducted at Colorado State
University became available for analysis. Both studies
involved a direct comparison of plywood properties
with those of parallel-laminated veneer specimens fab-
ricated from the same grades of veneer. All veneers
were lIla-inch thick and all test specimens were five-ply
construction. Ponderosa pine specimens - both ply-
wood and laminated - were made with C grade face

Conclusions

These results lend support to the basic premise of
this study, i.e., where "shear" strains are significant, the
same K value is appropriate for predicting the deflec-
tion and bending moment of pl~ood from the proper-
ties of parallel-laminated veneer. This conclusion is, of
course, subject to experimental limitations, i.e., ponder-
osa pine and Engelmann spruce five-ply plywood with

lWhen very short spans are involved, as in the case
of concrete fOrDlS, deflections due to shear and bending are
calculated separately and added together.
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TobIe 1. - K-FACTORS FOR PONDEROSA PINE PLYWOOD lASED
ON BENDING TESTS OF FIVE-PLY PLYWOOD AND PARALLEL-

LAMINATED SPECIMENS OF CoD VENEER!

FSPL

(psi)

MOR
!psi)

MOE
Ipsl) KK K

Interior Adhe.ive

730,000 0.91 3,606 0.93 5,586 0.88Plywood
Parallel~aminated

veneer 799,000 3,878 6,380

Exterior Adhesive

786,000 0.93 3,835 0.92 6,132 0.96Plywood
Parallel.laminated

ven.., 841,000 4,165 6,411

Average Iinterior and Exterior)
0.92 0.925 0.92Plywood

'All data adjusted to 12 percent moisture content and to an overoge
original wood specific gravity of 0.40 after taking Into account
weight of adh..lve and process densification. One ply C grade, 4
plies D grade veneer.

crossplies, already low in modulus of rigidity, is as-
sociated with the prominence of lathe checks. This
could be an important contributor to the magnitude of
X-factor although this remains to be proved.

It is interesting to note that Biblis and Chiu (2)
have reported an increasing proportion of shear deflec-
tion with decreasing span for five-ply plywood beams
of southern pine. Expressed as a ~rcentage of pure
bending deflection (free of shear). shear deflection
amounted to 5.4 percent at a span-depth of 48:1, 21:8
percent at 24:1, and 63.9 percent at 14:1. By interpola-
tion shear deflection at a span-depth ratio of 32:1 would
have been 15 percent - eq~valent to a X-factor of 0.87
in the expression of effective moment of inertia (XI).
Such evidence, pointing to shear as the underlying ex-
planation for K-factor, suggests further an expectation
for variation in K with span-depth ratio. Shear defor-
mations in plywood at spans commonly encountered in
applications such as roof sheathing and subflooring are
obviously sufficient to warrant further study and per-
haps more sophisticated analysis.

If further investigation should substantiate our con-
tention that "shear" strains are to a considerable degree
responsible for X-factor, it would seem reasonable to
calculate shear and bending deflections separatdy as is now
recommended by the American Plywood Association in
the case of concrete forms.' The appropriate value for
X, then, in Equations [3] and [4] would be

Table 2. - K-FACTORS FOR ENGELMANN SPRUCE PLYWOOD BASED
ON lENDING TESTS OF FIVE-PLY PLYWOOD AND PARALLEL-

LAMINATED SPECIMENS OF C-D VENEER. I"

FSPL

(Psi)

MOR

(pili

MOE

(psi) K K K

InterIor Adhe.lve
1,010,000 0.84 3,780 0.84 6,380 0.84Plywood

Parallel-
tamlnated
veneer 1,205,000 4,490 7,580

Exterior Adhesive
1,110,000 0.83 3,850 0.94 6,790 0.83

where
4. = deflection due to shear
4b = deflection due to pure bendingPlywood

Parallel-
tGminated
venee, 1,344,000 4,104 8,116

Average {Interior and Exterior)
0.835 0.89

Literature Cited
0.835Plywood

'All data adJusted to 12 percent moisture content ond to an overage
original wood specific trOYlty of 0.34 after toklng Into account
weight of adhesive and process denslflcatlon. Four plies C grade, 1
ply D erode veneer.

'Adopted from "Evaluation of Full-SIzed Engelmann Spruce Plywood
Ponels" by John P. Schuldt and H. E. Troxell. 1970. Wood Science
Laboratory, Colorodo Stote Univenity. Unpublished report.
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outer plies stressed parallel to grain and at a span-depth
ratio of 32:1. Experimental confirmation is needed to
extend this conclusion to other conditions. A seeming
discrepancy in the data for Engelmann spruce at propor-
tional limit is probably due to experimental difficulties
in measuring this property accurately. The differences
in K shown by the data for pine and spruce may repre-
sent the effect of species, grade, and manufacturing
variables such as veneer tightness. The last of these
is particularly worthy of further study as it appears
likely that shear deformatiol» in the TR plane of the

'American Plywood Association. 1971. Plywood for con-
crete forming. 31 pp.
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